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Dynamic intersection, exchange of ideas

Design of Park series comes from a story about communication.
The designers constantly explore the process of office forms, found that 
the more open communication space could improve the efficiency and fast 
into the work. Therefore, they try, to the point of intersection of a dynamic 
and the perfect setting to cooperate with the exchange of ideas and 
collaborative work, the park series, is born.
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More from soft seating

Wireless system helps face to 
face communication

Sit-to-stand helps to talk in pleasure

With the help of ergonomic design Park 
soft seating could give you more privacy 
and luisure for meeting.

With built-in wireless system Park Series 
make the possibilities of conference, 
instruction and communication anywhere.

Park provides various demensions of tables 
and chairs, and you could rest your body in 
comfortable way when working.
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Mobile cube built-in wireless charging configuration, 
without any mobile charging device, only need to 
gently placed in the specific location, easy to charge.

Wireless charging function  
 

Mobile cube configuration can be adjusted by rotating 
the adjusting light design. Fingers gently by rotation, 
brightness can be changed according to the demand 
of light. Suitable for small meetings, negotiations, rest 
and so on the different occasions light requirements.

Adjustable lighting

Park's periphery adopts high-level cotton sound-absorbing  
material,and process the noise in the space, and then create 
a quiet and private space for you.

Special sound-proofing material 
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Multi module group Tea table Wireless charging arm

Hemp fabric soft and comfortable, fresh and elegant colors 
bring gentle, 
relaxing negotiation atmosphere.  
Whenever and wherever possible be wireless charging 
Design simple disk table, can match multiple sofa 
combination.
A diversified portfolio, and create a relaxed elegant public 
space for you.  

Park, Wireless charging combined sofa 
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Can you see what it is

Woody jade, covered in the comfort of fabric, exquisite harmony appearance,  
Is it right? Moment to seize your heart. Can sit on the ground, put a cup of Coffee,  
with tea appearance, accompanied by the afternoon of leisure.

Park, combined sofa

Park,combined sofa with smart design sense and can be moved 
optionally displayed the lovely image of flexible in public space. 
Rich colors of the stool can be easily moved, configuration diversity, 
rich choice.
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Coach seating offers you a variety of occasions 
seat selection. Can be used for the reception 
room, waiting room and Rest Area, library and 
conference room. More rich and bright colors 
and soft lines show space aesthetics.

Easy seat of multiple choice



Relax at work   
 Simple shape, soft lines and ergonomic 
design make this chair an excellent choice for 
creating a relaxed office atmosphere. When 
combined with the footstool, it becomes a 
perfect resting station to relieve stress and 
keep up the efficient working mood.
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Moist texture such as the warm 
embrace   
 In the open office space, the seating bring 
elegant and comfortable, for customers to 
provide attractive seat is our expectation. 
Graceful flowing lines, Denmark imports of 
cashmere fabrics, delicate good-natured, 
touch down.
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Product Size

Product Size

Material

Material

SP31
Double door  
W2815*D2160*H2330 W2815*D2160*H2330

P-TM01 P-TM02 P-TM13P-TM06 P-TM10 P-TM07 P-TM09 P-TM14 P-TM12

SP32
Single door 

Anti-fire faceplate  

SP11 EFJ17
Meeting table 
W1600*D800*H750

LED TV

S-29 S-37

SP12
Meeting table
W800*D800*H1100

Fabric

Flax Velvet

P-TM01

SM-ML21B

P-TM02

SM-ML40B

P-TM13

SM-ML60B

P-TM06

SM-ML50B

P-TM10

SM-ML81B

P-TM07

SM-ML82B

P-TM09 P-TM14 P-TM12

Half Leather

ZP2440 ZP9815 ZP9922ZP553 ZP201 ZP9817

Fabric

Four star seating Round leg seating Loung seating Loung chair VIP visitor chair

SC30 SC30 SC31 SC32 SC33

W680*D690*H890*450 W680*D690*H890*450 W650*D620*H860*460 W585*D450*H840*430 W710*D770*H1015*480
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Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


